General Manager’s Report

Don Hollander
General Manager
What’s NOT on the Agenda

- Activities through 3rd Quarter
- Financial Status
- Business Plan & Budget 2008
Members
Other Activities

- DNS Guidelines Produced & Distributed
- Participating in IGF in November
- Attending GK III in December
- Continuing to pursue new members during 4th quarter
- Preparing for 2008 Elections
- Preparing for 2008 Finances
- OARC Reciprocal Membership
Topics

1. Disaster & Attack response and mitigation?
2. Policy Development Process
3. Marketing Training
4. Phishing, Pharming, Fraud, SPAM, etc.
5. Brokering with Outsourcing Agents
6. Engagement with Regional Gov’t Bodies
7. Shared or Reciprocal Infrastructure
8. IDN’s
9. E-mail lists
10. IPv6
11. DNSSEC
12. E-Num
13. Community Engagement
15. Technical Training
16. Regional Coordination
17. Language Coordination
18. gNSO Engagement
19. ALAC/APRALO Engagement
Who is Keen on dot.IDN’s?

- TW – 23M
- HK – 7M
- SA – 25M
- KR – 48M
- TH – 63M
- IR – 71M
- JP – 128M
- ME – 225M
- CN – 1,319M

- BG – 7M
- GR – 11M
- RU – 142M

Represents 1/3 of World’s Population!
APTLD Position on dot.IDN

Allow each existing ccTLD to manage one additional country or territory specific ccTLD in a recognised non-ASCII script of their country or territory. The name will be determined by the ccTLD’s local Internet community. APTLD recognises that this will not meet the demand for a few ccTLDs with multiple non-ASCII scripts and we will actively pursue the policy development solution to meet their needs too.

Manage a six-month comment period for the international community to lodge substantive objections to the names chosen as not being relevant for the ccTLD. This will ensure that spurious names are not chosen.
APTLD Values

• Open
  – All content is published and freely available.
  – All meetings are open
  – All ccTLDs are welcome
  – All interested parties are welcome
What do I want from Members…

• Engagement with your Gov’t GAC representative for IDN Advocacy
• Engagement with your peers on e-mail list
• Respond to Surveys from time to time
• Advocate to the cc ICANN Board

Members – Peter Dengate Thrush & Demi Getschko
Questions?
For More Information…

- www.aptld.org
- don@aptld.org